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INTRODUCTION
Although the issue of equitable compensation appears
to be playing an increasingly influential role in labormanagement disputes, the psychological basis of inequity
is not entirely understood.

Considerable research has

been conducted in recent years in an attempt to improve
that understanding.

Among the most notable findings in

this line of inquiry have been those of J. Stacy Adams
(1963a; 1963b) and his associates (Adams and Rosenbaum,
1962; Adams and Jacobsen, 1964).
This study attempts to further test the predictive
power of Adams' theory of equity (1963a).

A summary of

this theory and a brief review of related research will
serve as a background against which the present investiga
tion and research design will be introduced.
Initially, several terms require definition.

In his

formulation, Adams refers to "Person" as any individual
who perceives that he is or is not equitably compensated
as a party to an exchange relationship.

"Other" may be

either:
1.

Any individual (or group) with whom Person is
in a direct exchange relationship.

2.

Any individual (or group) with whom Person
compares himself when both he and Other are in
an exchange relationship with a third party
(e.g., an employer).

1
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3.

Third parties whom Person considers comparable
to himself (such as other employees in the same
business or industry or others in the same
geographic location;.

Other is usually not Person, but at times may in fact be
Person as he perceives himself as a participant in another
exchange relationship or fulfilling another social role.
Person's "inputs1' in an exchange relationship, such
as a job, might include such factors as his education,
skill, effort, willingness to accept responsibility, etc.
His "outcomes" could encompass such things as pay, fringe
benefits, intrinsic job interest, and status.

The "inputs”

and "outcomes" of Other are those factors (as perceived by
Person) which are contributed or received by Other as a
party to the exchange relationship.
As defined by Adams (1965), "Inequity exists for
Person whenever he perceives that the ratio of his outcomes
to (his) inputs and the ratio of Other's outcomes to Other's
inputs are unequal" (p. 280).

Symbolically, this may be

expressed as:
Person's Outcomes (Op)
Person’s Inputs
(Ip)

^

/ Other's Outcomes (Oo)
Other's Inputs
(Io)

Conversely, equitable payment exists when Person derives
the same ratio of compensation from an exchange relation
ship as does Other (i.e., Op/Ip = Oo/Io).

The discrepancy

between these two ratios will be zero only under two
conditions--either (1) when the outcomes of Person and
Other are equal and their inputs are equal or (2) when
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3
Person perceives that the outcomes of Other are greater
(or lesser) than his own and that Other's inputs are
correspondingly greater (or lesser).
Inequity, however, is not simply the absence of
equity.
well.

It possesses both direction and magnitude as
Depending upon the specific outcome/input ratio(s)

under consideration, an inequitably compensated Person
may see himself as being either underpaid (Op/Ip <0o/Io)
or overpaid (Op/Ip> Oo/Io).

The magnitude of inequity

perceived by Person is considered to be a monotonically
increasing function of the size of the discrepancy between
the ratios (Person's and Other's) of outcomes to inputs.
Adams' theory, as a variant of Festinger's theory of
cognitive dissonance (1957), has two general postulates
which closely follow propositions from dissonance theory.
First, the perception of inequity creates tension in
Person.

The tension is proportional to the magnitude of

the inequity perceived.

Second, Person's inequity-induced

tension will motivate him to eliminate or reduce it.

The

strength of this motivation is proportional to the tension
so created.
With regard to the reduction of such tension, Adams
(1963a) indicates that, theoretically, there are eight
such means available to Person.

An underpaid person might

(1) decrease his inputs (if they are high relative to
Other's inputs and to his own outcomes) and/or (2) increase
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his outcomes (if they are low relative to Other’s outcomes
and to his own inputs).

If Person perceives that he is

overpaid, he might (3) increase his inputs (if they are
low relative to Other's inputs and to his own outcomes)
and/or (4) decrease his outcomes (if they are high rela
tive to Other’s outcomes and to his own inputs).

And,

regardless of the direction of the imbalance, an inequi
tably paid Person could do any or all of the following:
(5) psychologically distort his inputs and/or outcomes
(increasing or decreasing them as required to restore
equity and consonance);

(6) increase, decrease, or distort

the inputs and/or outcomes of Other(s); (7) physically
"leave the field", or force Other to do so; (8) change
his referent Other to one which results in the perception
of a more equitable exchange relationship (i.e., "leave
the field” psychologically).
Substantial empirical support has accumulated for
the predictive accuracy of portions of Adam’s theory.
Much of the research has followed the general design of
Adams' and Rosenbaum's (1962) investigation.

In that

study, male undergraduate students were hired to work as
interviewers in what was represented to them as a research
survey.

Subjects were randomly assigned to either an

overpayment experimental group or to an equitably paid
control group.

Overpaid subjects were individually given

the impression that they were less qualified to conduct
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the interviews than were others who had been hired.

They

were made to feel that although their rate of Pay ($3.50/
hour) would be equal to that of other interviewers, in
comparison, they did not deserve to be equally paid.
Overpaid subjects were actually no less qualified than
were control subjects, but the latter were given the
impression that their inputs (education, prior experience,
etc.) made them worth what they were being paid.

As

predicted, overpaid subjects conducted significantly more
interviews in the allotted time.

Apparently, the overpaid

subjects could do little to immediately either increase
their other, non-motivational inputs (e.g., education or
prior experience) or to reduce their inequitably high
outcome level.
Another derivation from Adams' theory was examined
in a second part of that study (Adams and Rosenbaum, 1962).
While it had been correctly predicted that subjects over
paid on an hourly basis would be more productive than
equitably paid interviewers, it was also hypothesized that
overpaid piece-rate interviewers would produce fewer
interviews than the control group.

It was reasoned that

any feelings of inequity aroused by what was perceived to
be their excessive piece-rate (as compared to seemingly
more qualified, but equally paid interviewers) would be
associated with each unit that the overpaid interviewer
produced.

If that were the case, with every additional
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interview he conducted, the disparity between the overpaid
interviewer's apparently low inputs and his rising outcomes
would increase.

This hypothesis of output restriction by

overpaid pieceworkers was supported as they produced
significantly fewer interviews in the time allotted than
did control interviewers.
An alternative explanation for the lower productivity
of overpaid pieceworkers was tested by Adams (1963b).

He

hypothesized that such subjects may be attempting to
reduce the inequity by increasing their effort (raising
their inputs), just as the hourly overpaid workers had
done.

However, it was hypothesized that they would do so

on the production of each unit--resulting in higher quality
work.

Because such an adjustment would appear as input

reduction (as the quantity of their output fell), it was
predicted that interviewers overpaid on a piece-rate basis
would indeed conduct fewer interviews within a two hour
period than would the control subjects.

But, it was also

predicted that their production would be of higher quality
than that of the equitably paid control group.

With the

number of words an interviewer recorded per interview used
as the index of production quality, results were supportive
of both predictions.
While these studies suggest that overpaid subjects
will put forth greater effort than will equitably paid
control subjects, an alternate explanation to Adams'
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equity theory could be offered.

It is possible that the

super-equity (overpayment) induction may have aroused
feelings of job insecurity in the subjects--thereby indi
vidually suggesting to them that unless they produced at
a high rate (when paid by the hour) and/or produced high
quality work (when compensated on a piece-rate basis),
they would be discharged.
However, the results of two studies indicate that
even when job security is not an issue, results tend to be
predictable from Adams' theory.

Arrowood (1961) found

that under both "public" and "private" conditions, overpaid
hourly workers produced significantly more interviews than
did equitably paid subjects.

(In the public condition,

subjects submitted their work directly to the "employer".
The private condition required interviewers to mail their
work elsewhere and they were led to believe that the
employer would never see their work. )

Arrowood also dis

covered that when he paid his subjects in advance, overpaid
subjects tended to work more than the three hours expected
of them.
The other study which is pertinent to the job security
explanation was conducted by Adams and Jacobsen (1961).
Employing subjects to proofread galley sheets, they found
that under conditions of both high and low prospects for
additional work, highly overpaid ("high dissonance")
pieceworkers completed fewer pages, but detected a
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significantly greater number of planted errors per page
than did either moderately overpaid ("reduced dissonance")
or equitably paid ("low dissonance") proofreaders.
Unexpectedly, the results of this study additionally
indicated that, regardless of whether they had either
high or low prospects for future work, the high dissonance
group erroneously "detected" significantly more non-errors
than did proofreaders in either of the other two conditions
This high "false positive" rate which characterized the
performance of highly overpaid subjects appears to be a
further indication of the strength of motivation attained.
Despite the support that these studies have given
Adams' theory, subsequent investigations (e.g., Andrews,
1967; Lawler and O'Gara, 1967; and Lawler et al, 1968)
have usually taken the precaution of controlling for the
possible confounding influence of job insecurity by inform
ing all subjects that they were to be employed only for a
specified and short period of time.
Two of the studies cited earlier in support of Adams'
equity theory (Adams and Rosenbaum, 1962; Adams, 1963b)
have found the productivity of overpaid pieceworkers to
be lower than that of pieceworkers who are equitably paid
or underpaid.

Relative to these findings, Vroom (1964)

and Lawler (1965) have separately proposed that this lower
productivity of overpaid pieceworkers may be only a short
term adjustment on the part of such subjects.

As
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"expectancy theorists", these researchers suggest that
there are a number of other means available to reduce
overpayment dissonance which would be more acceptable to
such workers in the long run.

Over a period of time,

for example, overpaid pieceworkers could conceivably
re-evaluate and cognitively upgrade their inputs (quali
fications).

By so doing, Person could both successfully

dissipate overpayment dissonance and also escape the
negative economic consequences of output restriction.

In

"economic man" fashion, expectancy theory would predict
that, in time, overpaid pieceworkers will attempt to
maximize their positively valent outcomes by altering
their perceptions, raising their production, and earning
more money.
In a recent examination of this expectancy theory
contention (Lawler et al, 1968), it was found that Adams'
equity theory was again a good predictor of initial
reactions of overpaid pieceworkers--!.e., they tended to
produce fewer, but higher quality interviews than did
equitably paid control subjects.

However, during the

later sessions, the productivity of the overpaid subjects
increased sharply and there was a general tendency for
the quality of their work to decrease.

In comparison,

the quantity and quality of interviews conducted by the
equity group remained at levels established in the initial
session.

In addition, over time, overpaid subjects
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generally tended to increase their perceptions of how well
qualified they were for the job.

No attitude change was

observed in the equity group regarding their task relevant
qualifications.

Thus, it would appear that as a long-term

predictor of overpaid pieceworker productivity, expectancy
theory may be more accurate than equity theory.

The

results of this study also suggest that the mode of
inequity reduction that will be utilized may quite likely
change over time.
While research in the area of inequitable compensa
tion has been focused primarily upon the seemingly more
spectacular determinants and effects of overpayment, more
recently the question of subequity (underpayment) has come
under closer investigation.

For example, instead of

manipulating the subject’s apparent qualifications,
Andrews (1967) employed three different levels of piecerates.

These pay rates were established on the basis of

pretesting to represent overpayment, equity, and under
payment.

Utilizing both interviewing and data checking

tasks, Andrews hypothesized that the rate of production
would be negatively related to the assigned piece-rate.
Results 'Of the study supported this prediction.

Underpaid

pieceworkers apparently increased quantity at the expense
of quality, while subjects overpaid on a piece-rate basis
tended to produce fewer, but higher quality outputs.
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Lawler and O ’Gara (1967) also examined the question
of underpayment and similarly found that underpaid piece
workers produced more interviews, but of lower quality,
than did subjects in an equitably paid control group.
Until recently, one area of equity theory which had
gone almost completely unexplored was the identification
of those factors contributing to the variance in the
quantity and quality of output that exists within different
treatment groups.

In spite of the fact that such variance

would seem directly relevant to the question of which
factors influence an individual’s choice of a particular
method for reducing inequities in pay, intra-group varia
bility has tended to be generally regarded as error
variance,

[it will be recalled that Adams (1963a) has

suggested eight possible means of reducing inequity, while
Weick (1965) has proposed two more--task enhancement and
denial.]

Although the present study will not deal directly

with this question of "within-group" variance, the
interested reader is referred to the studies of:

Andrews

(1967), who examined the effect of previous wage experience
on the manner in which individuals tended to react to an
inequitable payment situation; Lawler et al (1968), who
investigated the effect of a subject’s need for money on
the quantity and quality of his work when being paid
inequitably; and Lawler and O ’Gara (1967) who examined the
influence of certain personality dimensions upon the
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adoption of particular dissonance reduction methods by
inequitably paid subjects.

It is felt that these three

studies represent the beginning of an anticipated series
of investigations that will attempt to identify those
factors effecting an individual’s selection of particular
modes of inequity reduction.
As heretofore cited, experimental research on inequity
has been largely confined to the observation and comparison
of the quantitative and qualitative outputs of equitably
and inequitably paid workers.

Although Adams has theoret

ically recognized cognitive alterations or distortions as
a means available to Person to reduce or eliminate inequityinduced dissonance, little has been done empirically.
One of the few studies to briefly focus upon inequityinduced perceptual alterations is that of Lawler and
O ’Gara (1967).

They found that underpaid subjects tended

to perceive their job as more interesting (interpreted as
yielding greater outcomes in terms of intrinsic interest)
than did equitably paid control subjects performing the
same work.

As predicted, it was also found that underpaid

pieceworkers generally perceived their jobs as both rela
tively less important and less challenging than did
equitably paid control pieceworkers.

Presumably, perform

ing what they viewed as relatively easy, unimportant work
served to justify their low pay to them.

Such a perception

was apparently more acceptable to them than being underpaid,
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while it also permitted cognitive consistency for Person.
In an earlier study, Andrews (1965) had also monitored
alterations in job related attitudes.

He similarly found

that underpaid pieceworkers tended to rate their jobs as
simpler than did equitably paid control subjects perform
ing the same work.

Presumably, such a perception would

allow their low rate of pay to appear more nearly equitable.
In contrast, Andrews found that subjects being paid an
inequitably high piece-rate tended to rate their jobs as
more complex, more challenging, and more important (and,
thus, interpreted as requiring higher inputs) than did
equitably paid control subjects performing the same work.
In concluding this general review, Adams’ basic
contention can be summarized by stating that under condi
tions of inequitable payment, workers in an employment
exchange will strive not so much toward the maximization
of returns (outcomes) on their job investments (inputs),
but rather toward the establishment and maintenance of a
’’fair’’ (equitable, Op/Ip = Oo/Io) rate of return in this
exchange.
While it is the intention of this investigation to
experimentally examine this general contention, the present
study will focus exclusively upon task-related attitudinal
and expectational variables.

Presumably, if Adams’

conceptualization of the psychological dynamics involved
in dealing with inequity is correct, Person will adopt a
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cognitive mode to eliminate or reduce dissonance so
aroused when more direct, production-related means are
not available.
Hypotheses to be Tested
Inequitably paid subjects will tend to alter their
perceptions and/or expectations of the employment
exchange's input and outcome variables in a manner that
predictable from Adams' equity theory.

Their cognitive

alterations will systematically vary, dependent upon the
nature of the inequity each subject experiences, as
indicated below.
Overpayment condition (Op/Ip> Oo/Io)
Hypothesis I.

When reviewing their personal inputs and
outcomes, overpaid subjects will tend
to reduce the inequity by cognitively
(A) increasing their inputs and/or
(B) reducing their outcomes.

Hypothesis II.

When reviewing the inputs and outcomes
of others engaged in the same work,
overpaid subjects will tend to reduce
the inequity by cognitively (A) reducing
the inputs of their "fairly'' paid
coworkers and/or (B) increasing their
coworkers' outcomes.
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Underpayment condition (Op/Ip<Oo/Io)
Hypothesis III. When reviewing their personal inputs and
outcomes, underpaid subjects will tend to
reduce the inequity by cognitively (A)
reducing their inputs and/or (B) increas
ing their outcomes (except monetary ones).
Hypothesis IV.

When reviewing the inputs and outcomes of
others who are engaged in the same work,
underpaid subjects will tend to reduce the
inequity by cognitively (A) increasing the
inputs of their "fairly" paid coworkers
and/or (B) reducing their coworkers1
outcomes.

Both inequitable payment conditions
Hypothesis V.

When reviewing the attractiveness of money
as an incentive for them to work, inequi
tably paid subjects will tend to cogni
tively reduce its importance or influence.

Also, although no additional formal hypotheses are
advanced, one further question is posed for examination.
When reviewing their desire to perform the task for which
they volunteered, will inequitably paid subjects tend to
alter the level of interest they indicate in performing
some other type of work in its place?
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Adams (1963a) has posited that one of the means
Person has available to him when experiencing inequity
is to physically or psychologically "leave the field".
Any desire to utilize such a mode of resolving the
inequity could be indicated by increasing his interest in
performing substitute work.

On the other hand, there is

reason to suspect that Person might instead become more
interested in doing the same work for which he had
volunteered.

Overpaid (underqualified) subjects could

become more interested in participation.

This could

result from what they might perceive as, first, a chal
lenge to their personal competence and, secondly, an
opportunity to directly meet that challenge.

Underpaid

subjects could also become more interested in performing
the same work if, for instance, they tended to perceive
their act of volunteering as a semi-binding commitment-withdrawal from which could be either personally
unacceptable or in some way punishable by others.
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METHOD
Subjects
Thirty Western Michigan University male undergraduate
students served as voluntary subjects.

During their

enlistment, they were asked to provide certain personal
information.

Based upon their reports, an attempt was

made to form ten sets of three generally matched subjects.
Factors considered during the matching process included
*

the subjects’ ages, the number of credit hours they had
previously accumulated in ’’related coursework” (defined
as "Psychology, Sociology, Business, Marketing, etc."),
the number of previous jobs they had held, the approximate
number of years of previous work experience they possessed,
and the initial importance they appeared to place upon the
money they would receive for participating.

The arithmetic

means and ranges of the data that was reported concerning
these variables appear in Table 1.
Subsequently, the individual subjects in each of the
ten sets were randomly assigned to one of three different
groups.

In turn, the groups, themselves, were randomly

designated either as one of the investigation's two
experimental groups (Overpayment and Underpayment) or as
the control (Equitable Payment) group.

Inter-group

comparisons were then made of the number of credit hours
their members were presently carrying, the grade point
17
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TABLE 1
COMPARISON BETWEEN GROUPS ON
MATCHING VARIABLES

Eventual Payment Group
Equitable

Factor
Ages

Number of Credit
hours previously
accumulated in
"Related Coursework"

| Under

X

22.9

22.7

23.1

R

20-27

19-26

19-34

22.9

22.3

22.7

6-34

12-31

9-40

3.0

2.7

2.9

0-5

1-4

0-5

7.2

6.9

7.0

2-10

4-11

1-10

7.2

6.9

7.0

2-10

4-11

1-10

X
--R

Number of previous y
jobs held
__
R
Approximate
number of years
of previous
work experience

j Over

^
__
„

Scalar indications
representing the
^
initial personal
__
importance money
„
held as an incen
tive for partici
pating
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averages their members had compiled in the "related coursework", whether or not their members were presently working,
and (if so) the number of hours their members were engaged
in such work.

The three groups were not significantly

dissimilar with regard to any of these variables.

Reported

data relative to these variables is summarized in Table 2.
(See also Appendix A . )
Because of the nature of the study and the facade
adopted therein, subjects had to possess some minimal .
level of prior sophistication in psychology.

Consequently,

all subjects were volunteers from one or more of six
classes for which General Psychology was a prerequisite.
Instructors in each of the source classes awarded extra
credit to participants.

Although some inter-class differ

ences existed in the amount and nature of extra credit
given to volunteers, each of the three conditions repre
sented a cross-section of the different classes, with no
group composed of students from less than five of the six
different classes.
Measuring Instrument
A questionnaire (see Appendix B) was developed as an
instrument for detecting indications of the strength of
the subjects’ attitudes and expectations as they related
to their intended role as student interviewers in a market
research survey.
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TABLE 2
COMPARATIVE GROUP DATA REGARDING FACTORS
EXAMINED AFTER THE ASSIGNMENT OF SUBJECTS
TO A CONDITION

Payment Group
Equitable

Factor
Number of credit
hours presently
being carried
Grade point
averages report
edly compiled in
"related coursework'^
Presently hold
ing a job?

Number of
hours worked
each week

¥
A

£
D ♦Q
y

R

3-9

X

2.64

R

2.1-3.0

1 Over
7I •1JL
3-10
2.79
2.0-4.0

1

Under
C. Q

3-10
2.62
2.0-3 .6

Yes

5

5

5

No

5

5

5

X

14.4

14.5

14.0

R

0-40

0-40

0-40

aBecause of the potentially important influence that
significant inter-group differences in level of
accomplishment in related academic work could have on
the credibility of the overpayment induction (in par
ticular), Hartley’s Fmax Test for homogeneity of
intra-group variances and an analysis of inter-group
variances were conducted upon data representing this
variable (Appendix A).
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The questionnaire consisted of two parts.

Part one,

entitled "Interviewer Data Sheet", requested various
types of personal information.

Such a request was made

in order to permit a general matching of subject groups
and to provide a more credible facade for the study.
Part two of the questionnaire consisted of a series of
thirty-eight statements regarding the interviewing task,
the subject’s intended role in it, other student inter
viewers, etc.

More specifically, thirty-six of the items

consisted of nine references to each of the following
variables:

(a) the subject’s own perceived task inputs;

(b) his expected outcomes;

(c) his perceptions of what

inputs other interviewers would probably bring to the
employment exchange; and (d) his perceptions of what out
comes other participants could receive from the employment
exchange.

A thirty-seventh item referred to (e) the

strength of his own desire to perform some task other than
interviewing to gain extra course credit.

The remaining

item referred to (f) the perceived strength of the desire
of others to substitute some other kind of work in place
of interviewing to gain extra course credit.
The questionnaire items were chosen from an original
pool of fifty-two such statements (a-f above).

Selection

of items for the questionnaire was based upon the results
of two pretest sessions.

In these sessions, nineteen

student raters from two undergraduate classes had
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categorized each of the pool items into one of the six
classifications cited above.

Only those pool items with

a pretest inter-rater reliability of 89.5% (17/19) or
higher were used in the final questionnaire.

In summary,

the thirty-eight consensually validated questionnaire
items consisted of nine statements regarding each of the
four basic task variables of interest (personal inputs,
personal outcomes, inputs of others, and outcomes of
others) and two references (one to Person and the other to
Other) to the desire to possibly "leave the field" by
performing some other type of work.

(See Appendix C.)

Viewed collectively, the items can be conceptualized as
nineteen pairs of statements, in which both members of
each pair refer to the same basic variable (e.g., the
task performance outcome of "pay").

However, items in

each pair differ on the basis of whether they refer to
Person or to Other.
The subject's individual perceptions of these vari
ables were indirectly tapped by requesting him to
indicate the extent of his agreement with each of the
statements.

He did so by marking one of eleven points

on a concurrence continuum (ranging from "Strongly Agree"
to "Strongly Disagree") which accompanied each statement
(Figure 1).

Numerical equivalents were later assigned to

each of these eleven points--with a value of one (1 )
representing the "Strongly Disagree" end and a value of
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eleven (11) representing the "Strongly Agree" terminus.
The sequence in which the statements of part two
appeared was randomly determined.

The order of the

continua was also randomly alternated so that the label
"Strongly Agree" represented the right end for fifty
percent of the items.

The labels were positionally

reversed for the other nineteen trials.

(See Appendix C.)

In the repeated measures design utilized in this
study (as outlined in the "Procedure" section), a shift
in the subject's task-related attitudes could be reflected
in either or both of two types of scalar shifts.

First,

he could directly indicate greater or lesser agreement
with any of the thirty-eight individual statements the
second time he completed the questionnaire--exemplified as
"SIMPLE ALTERATION" in the upper part of Table 3.

There,

it can be seen that compared to his first response to the
statement cited there, the hypothetical subject indicated
greater agreement (interpreted as an indication of a
perceived increase in the probability) that his past work
experience would be a helpful or relevant task input.
Interpreted as indicative of a cognitive increment of this
particular input, this shift in scalar indications is
quantitatively and directionally reflected by a resultant
scalar shift of a positive four (+4).
A second variety of scalar shift potentially gener
ated by subjects in registering an indication of change in
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EXAMPLES OF SIMPLE AND CONJUNCTIVE SCALAR SHIFTS
SIMPLE ALTERATION
Variable
Type

Questionnaire Item
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My past work experience
should be of help to me
in conducting the inter
view.

Scale Indication
Before
|
After
7

Personal
Input

11

Sclale Ind:Lcations
CONJUNCTIVE
ALTERATION
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Task
Variable
Probable en
joyment from
finding out
the survey1s
results

Persona]
Before
Ex.

(?l)

After

Scalar
Shift
+4

Con jutictive Sc alar
Other

Shift

(p2 ) < V P 1 >

Diiiferences

Before

After

Shift

(o1)

<o2 )

(o2-Oi)

Net

Di

D2
(
p 2-o 2 )
<p r ° i >

A

11

8

-3

8

9

+

1

3

-1

B

9

9

0

9

6

-

3

0

3

(D2-D l )
-4
+

3

NJ
U l
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their task-related attitudes, beliefs, or expectations
also appears in Table 3, labeled as "CONJUNCTIVE ALTERA
TION".

If subjects tend to jointly consider both members

of any of the nineteen pairs of items, they could system
atically alter the extent of their expressed agreement
with one or both of its members.

One member of each item

pair refers to some particular personal task-related
attitude, belief, or expectation.

The other member of

that item pair is a reference to the probable strength of
his intended coworkers' attitudes, expectations, or beliefs
about the same variable.

In the lower part of Table 3,

Example A portrays the scalar responses of a hypothetical
subject who indicated less agreement than he previously
had with a statement that he would probably enjoy finding
out the survey's results.

At the same time, he indicated

slightly more agreement than he previously had that other
interviewers would probably enjoy finding out those re
sults.

These shifts are jointly represented by a net

scalar difference equal to a negative four (-4).

The

negative net scalar difference represents a relative
reduction in Person's perceived probability of personally
experiencing enjoyment from this outcome.

In Example B,

on the other hand, it can be seen that although the subject
did not indicate any change in the perceived probability
that he would experience enjoyment from learning of the
survey's findings, his scale indications did seem to
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reflect a reduction in the extent of his agreement that
others would find this outcome enjoyable.

The net scalar

difference in this example is a positive three (+3),
which is interpreted to represent an increase in the per
ceived relative likelihood that Person would enjoy learn
ing of the study's findings.

It can be seen, then, that

because of the nature of its derivation, the sign of the
net scalar difference is "personally referent" — i.e., it
is interpreted in terms of Person.
Props
In addition to the questionnaire, the experimenter
employed a number of props in an attempt to maximize the
credibility of the consumer research facade.

Props so

utilized are enumerated below.
1.

A recently vacated office in the University's
Psychology Department was made available to the
experimenter for the study.

2.

Books related to marketing, consumer behavior,
survey research, etc., had been placed both on
the experimenter's desk and in a bookcase to
the right of the subject's chair.
(See Appendix
D.)

3.

A computer print-out report was lying on the
experimenter's desk. The cover of the report,
bearing the title "Student Auto Ownership", was
facing upward.

4.

A survey research organization chart was used
in all three inductions, as indicated in the
"Procedure" section.
(See Appendix E.)

5.

An adjective assignment list, previously used
by the experimenter in an unpublished consumer
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research study (Moulton, 1966), was placed on
the desk. This list was opened to its second
page.
(See Appendix F.)
«

6.

A ballpoint pen bearing the name of a large
automotive manufacturer lay on the experimenter's
desk.

7.

In the underpayment condition, a letter on the
stationery of the same automotive manufacturing
company was lying on the desk. The letter,
indicating a need for overall cost reduction,
had been folded so that the letter head would
be visible to a seated subject.
(See Appendix
G.)

The props cited in 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7 (above) were
carefully placed to be visible to a seated subject and yet
appear to have been functionally located.
In addition, because credibility was instrumental to
successful inductions, the experimenter (E^) and his "lead
man" (E-^) took particular care to conduct themselves in a
"business-like manner".
of dress, as both

Such conduct extended to manner

and E^ wore business suits, white

shirts, ties, etc.
Procedure
The nature of the experimental inductions strongly
suggested that they would have greater credibility if
premeasures were taken by someone other than the experi
menter (J^).

For that reason, a fellow graduate student

(E^) delivered the initial remarks and gathered pre
manipulation data.
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In each of the six classes, E-^ was introduced by its
instructor as a consumer survey research assistant who
was looking for undergraduate students also interested in
taking part in such research.

The classes were told that

extra credit would be awarded to those participating and
all those interested should so indicate.
Those students not desiring to participate were
excused.

After the names of female volunteers had been

recorded, it was further explained that because of the
general nature of the inquiry, it was desirable that
participants be males.

Having assured them that they

would also receive the extra credit, the female volunteers
were then excused.
E-^ then indicated that perhaps it would be easiest
just to read a prepared statement.

He then read aloud

the following:
"You are going to take part in conducting a
campus survey of attitudes toward various makes of
automobiles.
This consumer research survey is being
supported by an automobile manufacturer, but it
must remain unidentified so that the results of the
survey are not biased.
"You're going to serve as interviewers and a
pre-selected representative sample of the male
campus population will be asked to respond to a
series of jquestions regarding the 'brand image', or
'personality' (if you will), of various American
and foreign-made automobiles.
"The interviewing will be done in three or four
two-hour blocks of time--with the sessions being,
worked into your schedule.
The individual respond
ents will be coming to you at Wood Hall. There will
be several interviewers working at a time and some
offices have been placed at our disposal.
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"In addition to the extra credit you'll receive
for. your help, and the experience you'll gain,
you'll be paid seventy-five cents per interview.
In similar types of interviewing being done on other
campuses, interviewers are conducting on an average
of between two and three per hour--or between four
and six per session.
"The purpose of the survey is to assess the
image that different models of automobiles have in
the eyes of the public.
While the college student
population isn't the only one being sampled in the
entire survey, the manufacturer feels that it is
an important-sector.
Today's college student is
tomorrow's new car buyer, and the results of the
survey may have design implications for future
models.
"But the survey has a more subtle side as well.
You'll be asking the interviewees to respond to some
statements, words, and questions that have been
designed to reflect selected segments of their self
concepts.
Some recent 'motivation research' findings
suggest that consumers tend to prefer the brand of
a particular product whose image is most congenial
to them. And this 'congeniality' appears to be a
joint function of one's self concept and the percep
tion that one has of the product.
Until now,
however, little has been done with automobiles.
"No more information about the survey may be
divulged at this time. Also, I have to request
that you do not discuss this survey with anyone.
Unless we get unbiased and spontaneous responses
to the questions that will be asked, the survey
will be of little value to the manufacturer and will
contribute nothing to our knowledge of consumer
motivation.
"Now I have some data sheets that you'll have
to fill out. We have to have some information
from you . . . class schedules, addresses, telephone
numbers, etc."
After the subjects had been working for several
minutes on filling out the questionnaires, E-^ told them
the following:
"You'll note that on the last few pages there
are some statements with which you are to indicate
the extent of your agreement.
Please respond to
these statements as sincerely and as carefully as
possible.
The manufacturer's. psychological staff
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will be attempting to develop some means of dis
criminating between good and poor interviewers
ahead of time.
If this survey proves successful,
it's highly probable that they will be supporting
similar surveys in the future.
And, if they're
able to develop some way of identifying those who
would be the better interviewers ahead of time,
a lot of future administrative time, effort, and
expense could be saved."
0

After they had completed the questionnaires,
collected the forms and told the subjects that they would
be contacted in a few days regarding a briefing session
and their interviewing schedules.
As previously indicated, subjects were subsequently
matched and assigned to one of three groups by E^.

In.

the next few days, each subject was telephoned by the
experimenter and requested to come to* an office in Wood
Hall at a specified time for an individual briefing
session.

Appointment times were carefully scheduled to

keep the mean time lapse between pre- and post-manipulation measures approximately equal for each group.

No

\

significant differences were found to exist between groups
either in the amount of intra-group time lapse variability
(i.e., within group variances were homogeneous) or in
group mean time lapses (Appendix H).
When the subject arrived for the session, he was
greeted by E^ and requested to be seated.

The experi

menter then closed the office door and seated himself
behind his desk.

Facing the Subject, E^ said:
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"In order to provide a little more background,
here's an overall view of the survey's structure
and how student interviewers fit in."
The subject was shown an organization chart
(Appendix E) and it was briefly reviewed with him by the
experimenter.
Depending upon the subject's preassigned condition,
E 2 then told him one of the following:
Equitable payment condition (Control Group)
"After reviewing your background myself, and
after conferring with the Student Employment Office
(who is coordinating interviewer selection for the
survey), you appear to have a satisfactory back
ground for this kind of work.
I'll want you to
read the interviewer instructions in a minute and
you can then ask any questions you have."
Overpayment condition (Experimental Group I)
"Frankly
(S/s first name), you pose
something of a problem.
The Student Employment
Office has informed me that your background just
isn't on par with the other interviewers we've been
using.
I don't know exactly what to do about this.
I really don't understand why Mr. ____ ^
(E-, )
didn't investigate your qualifications in more
detail."
E 2 paused for a moment and then continued:
"You see, normally on a campus poll like this,
an inexperienced interviewer is at no disadvantage.
But, the open-ended nature of parts of this inter
view, together with the short period of time we
have to get the results . . . Well, it demands an
unbiased and carefully recorded answer."
Another brief pause and then E^ said:
"Well, it's in my lap now and we've got a dead
line to meet.
It was our error and you've kept your
appointment . . . we'll go ahead with this anyway.
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But, please read the interview instructions care
fully and pay close attention to what I am going to
tell you. And, don't hesitate to ask any questions
that come up.
It's important that you understand
the intention of the survey and the data gathering
procedure involved.
Neither of us would want to
have to delete your interviews from the survey.
You'll be paid seventy-five cents per interview
. . . the same as our standard interviewers in spite
of the qualification differences."
Underpayment condition (Experimental Group II)
"Now before I go any further, I have to tell you
I've been notified that a cutback in research funds
allotted for this survey makes it impossible to
continue paying interviewers at the rate we have
been. This is a little unfortunate in your case
because the Student Employment Office felt that your
background for this kind of work was certainly on
par with that of the interviewers we've already
hired. At any rate, we can pay you only forty-five
cents per interview.
Fortunately for us, this cut
back didn't come until now. We've already put almost
everyone else on the payroll.
"Assuming that you're still interested in taking
part, I'll want to have you read over the inter
viewer instructions and ask any questions you might
have."
After his specific induction, the subject was then
told that more copies of the instruction booklets and
interview forms had just been duplicated and that the
experimenter would
get them.

have to be gone for a minute orso to

then rose, excused himself,

and was halfway

out of the office when he turned and said:
"Oh, I almost forgot something. Clerical help
at the Employment Office apparently disposed of the
wrong
half of the interviewer sheets
everyonefilled
out.I've got to have everyone fill
out part two
again."
The experimenter went back to his desk and took that
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portion of the questionnaire out of one of the drawers.
After writing the subject's name at the top of the page,

£2 then asked him for his social security number, which
he then recorded on the backside of the last sheet.

The

subject was briefly reminded of the intended use of this
information and was requested to carefully reread the
instructions at the top of the first page before beginning
to complete the form.

E^ then left the office and returned

approximately ten minutes later.

All subjects had com

pleted the task within that time.
As he returned, the experimenter carried a stack of
mimeographed sheets and booklets which he placed on a
table located in the c o m e r of the office furthest from
where the subject was sitting.

E^ again took his seat

behind the desk and indicated that there were a couple
of minor things to get out of the way before they began
reviewing the interviewing instructions.

The subject was

asked how many credit hours he was presently carrying and
whether or not he considered himself to be "actively pur
suing a degree".

The answers to these questions were also

recorded on the back of the subject's form, just below
his social security number.

The experimenter then asked

the subject to indicate how he felt about the pay he was
to receive for interviewing by marking one of nine points
on a continuum like the one on the following page.
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After the subject had indicated the scale position
which he felt described his pay, the experimenter asked
him if he felt he knew which manufacturer was supporting
the survey.

In response, all but one subject in each

condition either submitted a guess or stated that they
still had no idea which one it was.

The three subjects

who were hesitant to respond to the inquiry about the
manufacturer's identity indicated that, in varying
degrees, they were suspicious of the survey's motives.
Data from these subjects are not included in the findings.
(Originally, eleven subjects had been in each of the
three groups.)
The subject was then informed of the nature of the
actual inquiry being conducted.

The experimenter con

firmed that the subject would still be receiving the extra
credit and he was offered $2.00 for the personal time he
had spent.

All subjects indicated that they would do

nothing to jeopardize the confidentiality necessary for
the study's succes s .
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RESULTS
The study's raw data consists of the differences
between each subject's pre- and post-manipulation scalar
responses on each of the questionnaire's thirty-eight
items.

While some chance variation was expected, such

shifts should generally tend to balance out in terms of
their direction, frequency, and magnitude.

And, although

discriminations between error variance and treatment
effect are impossible in the case of any particular scale
shift, group trends (grouped by treatment condition
and/or by task variable type--i.e., task inputs and out
comes of Person and Other) were examined.
As an initial check upon the relative effectiveness
of the experimental and control inductions, an examina
tion was made based upon the individual scalar indications
of each group reflecting their responses to a question
regarding the fairness of their expected rate of pay.
The data representing each group's response to this
inquiry was found to be homogeneous (Table 4).
An analysis of variance and Dunnett's t tests re
vealed that significant differences existed between the
mean scalar responses of each experimental group and the
control group, as presented in Table 5.

More specifically,

the analysis of variance yielded an F-ratio of 20.68,
which was significant at <.01 level of significance.
36
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TABLE 4
HARTLEY'S Fmax TEST FOR HOMOGENEITY OF
VARIANCE OF EACH PAYMENT GROUP'S SCALAR
RESPONSES TO POST-INDUCTION INQUIRY ON
''FAIRNESS OF PAY"

Payment Condition
Equitable
Sum of Scalar
Indications3
Group Size (n)
Mean
Variance

43
10
4.30
.68

Over

Under

31
10
3.10
2.23

69
10
6.90
2.10

F o b s ^ 9 ) = 3.289*

*Not significant.
An F-ratio > 5.34 is required to be
significant at the .95 level of confidence.

aOverpayment end of nine-point continuum assigned a
scalar value of 1 , underpayment terminus given the
value of 9.
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TABLE 5
I.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF GROUP SCALAR RESPONSES TO
"FAIRNESS OF PAY"

Source of Variation
Between
Within
Total

SS

df

69.07
45.1

2
27

114.17

29

MS

F

34.535
1.67

20 .68**

II. DUNNETT'S TEST FOR THE COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL
GROUP MEANS TO THE CONTROL GROUP MEAN FOR SCALAR
RESPONSES TO "FAIRNESS OF PAY"

Dunnett’s t =

te

-

Tc

\ 2 MS error/n

Overpayment tT
(Group Ej)
Underpayment tjy
(Group E j j )

3.1 - 4.3

7W

6.9 - 4.3
.578

= -2.07-

=

4 .4 9 ***

* Significant t, p < .05 (one-tailed)
** Significant F, p < .01
**Significant t, p < .005 (one-tailed)
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Dunnett's t^ values, computed from the differences between
the mean scale responses of each experimental group and
that of the control group, revealed that:

(1 ) overpaid

subjects tended to consider their pay significantly higher
(more toward the "Overpaid" end of the continuum) than did
the control group (p <.05), and (2) underpaid subjects
indicated perceiving their pay to be significantly lower
than did the control group (p <.005 level of significance)
In terms of simple scalar shifts, Parts A and B of
Hypotheses I through IV were generally examined by means
2
of X analyses (Table 6 )* The two x three contingency
2
tables, with two degrees of freedom, required a X > 5 . 9 9 1
to be significant at the .95 level of confidence.
None
2
of the four X 's observed were sufficiently large to
warrant rejection of a null hypothesis--i.e., there were
no statistically significant differences in the direction
in which scalar responses relative to either personal task
inputs and outcomes or the perceived inputs and outcomes
of other interviewers tended to be altered by overpaid
subjects (Hypotheses I and II, respectively) or underpaid
subjects (Hypotheses III and IV, respectively).

Similar

analyses for the simple scalar shifts of equitably paid
control subjects (also in Table 6 ) also yielded statis
tically insignificant results.
2
General X analyses of conjunctive scalar altera
tions for each group (Table 7) failed to reveal any
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Task
Variable
Type

Simple Scalar Shift

CD
■o
o

Chance
Prob.
Level

Hypoth
esis

Over

1

M
(B)

IP
Op

29
34

28
14

33
33

4.605

2

.10

Over

11

W
(B)

Io
Oo

38
43

23
25

29
22

1.352

2

>.50

Under

111 W
(B)

Ip
Op

29
24

29
23

32
33

.592

2

> .70

Under

IV

W
(B)

Io
Oo

36
32

27
27

27
31

.512

2

>.70

Equitable

Control

IP
Op

30
26

23
23

37
31

.227

2

>.80

Equitable

Control

Io
Oo

21
18

30
43

39
29

4.016

2

>.10

+
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3

X 2 95 (2df) = 5.991
O
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significant overall trends.
The general failure of Adams’ theory to be supported
by these initial analyses suggested the abandonment of the
unidirectional statistical testing of this data that had
been originally intended.

In line with this, two-tailed

sign tests were performed upon the simple scalar altera
tions (grouped by task variable types--i.e., Ip, Op, Io,
and Oo) of each group in an attempt to detect what signi
ficant trends, if any, did exist in the overall data.
The results of this analysis (Table 8 ) are enumerated here.
(3)

Overpaid subjects appear to have cognitively increased

their personal task outcomes (excluding pay), as indicated
by the statistically significant frequency of increased
agreement they expressed with statements referring to the
desirability or positive valence of anticipated personal
task outcomes (p <.007 level of chance probability).

(4)

Overpaid subjects appear to have cognitively increased the
task outcomes (excluding pay) of their more highly quali
fied, but equally paid, intended coworkers.

This is

indicated by the statistically significant frequency of
increased agreement they expressed with statements refer
ring to the probable desirability of anticipated task out
comes for other interviewers (p <.04 level of chance
probability).

(5)

Equitably paid control subjects appear

to have cognitively reduced the task outcomes others would
receive from conducting survey interviews, as indicated by
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SUMMARY OF CHI SQUARE ANALYSES OF
EACH PAYMENT GROUP'S CONJUNCTIVE
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Conji.inctive S<ialar
Shift
Payment
Group
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df

Chance
Prob.
Level

1.214

2

> .50

23
30

2.95

2

>.20

26
20

1.256

2

>.50

0
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Task Variable Pairs

+

Over

Inputs-Personal/Others'
Outcomes-Personal/Others'
(except pay)

31
28

40
30

19
22

Under

Inputs-Personal/Others'
Outcomes-Personal/Others'
(except pay)

30
21

27
29

Equitable Inputs-Personal/Others'
Outcomes-Personal/Others'
(except pay)

37
40

27
20

Observed
X2

X 2 95 (2df)=5.991

•p-

K>
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SIGN TEST ANALYSES OF GROUP SIMPLE SCALAR SHIFTS
ON QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS, GROUPED BY TASK VARIABLE TYPES

Task
Variable
Type

Payment
Group

Simple
Scalar
Shift

Further reproduction
prohibited without permission.

Personal
Inputs

Equitable
Over
Under

1 ‘
30
23
29
28
29
29

Personal
Outcomes
(excluding
pay)

Equitable
Over
Under

26
34
24

Inputs
of
Others
Outcomes
of
Others

+

N

No. of Less
Frequent
Shifts (x)

z Score of xa
(corrected for
continuity)

Finding

53
57
58

23
28
29

-.82
0
0

23
14
23

49
48
47

23
14
23

-.29
-2.71
0

Not Significant
S ignif icant,p<.007
Not Significant

Equitable 21
38
Over
Under
.36

30
23
27

51
61
63

21
23
27

- 1.12
-1.79
- 1.0

Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant

Equitable
Over
Under

43
25
27

61
68
59

18
25
27

-2.82
-2.08
-.56

Significant,p<.005
Significant,p<. 04
Not Significant

18
43
32

Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant

aBecause of the manner in which z scores are calculated for this test,
they are all < 0 (i.e., zero or negative).

u>
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the statistically significant frequency of decreased agree
ment they expressed with statements referring to the
probable enjoyment those outcomes would bring other inter
viewers (p<.005 level of chance probability).
Because overall group data had generally failed to
support predictions derived from equity theory, and in an
attempt to maximize the probability of clarifying any
patterns or data trends which did exist, two-tailed sign
tests were also conducted upon directional data represent
ing the simple scalar shifts of each group on each
questionnaire item.

The results of this analysis appear

in Table 9 and are enumerated here.

(6 ) Underpaid subjects,

with statistically significant frequency ( <.01 level of
chance probability), indicated more agreement than they
previously had with a statement that the past work exper
ience of other interviewers would probably be an asset to
them in properly performing the interviewing task.
(7) Overpaid subjects, with statistically significant
frequency (.04 level of chance probability), tended to
indicate more agreement than they previously had with a
statement that other interviewers would probably be
willing to work overtime in order to complete their
interviewing load.

(8 ) Equitably paid control subjects,

with statistically significant frequency ( < . 0 3 level of
chance probability), tended to indicate less agreement
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TABLE 9
SIGNIFICANT RESULTS OF SIGN TEST ANALYSES OF EACH
PAYMENT GROUP’S SIMPLE SCALAR SHIFTS

Simple
Scalar Shift

Task
Variable
Type

Payment
Group

+

| -

35 The past work
experience of
other inter
viewers will
probably be
of help to
them in con
ducting the
interviews.

Io

Under

8

0

34 Other inter
viewers would
probably be
willing to
work over
time in order
to complete
the inter
viewing load.

Io

Over

8

1

6 Other inter
viewers will
probably find
working with
the people
coordinating
this survey
enjoyable.

Oo

Equi
table

1

14 If possible
I would prob
ably prefer
to gain extra
course credit
in some other
manner.

Lp

Over

0

Item
No.

Item

9

7

|

0

Chance
Prob.
Levels

2

.008

1

.04

0

.022

3

.016
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than they previously had with a statement that other inter
viewers would probably enjoy working with the people
coordinating the survey.

(9) Overpaid subjects, with

statistically significant frequency ( <.02 level of chance
probability), expressed less interest in substitute work
than they previously had.
(10)

When subjects in both inequitably paid groups

were viewed together (Table 10), they tended to indicate,
with statistically significant frequency, that they were
in less agreement than they previously had been with the
statement that others would probably prefer to do some type
of work other than conducting survey interviews ( p < . 0 3
level of chance probability).
The data upon which these sign test analyses had
been performed was also pertinent to Hypothesis V, which
had predicted that the attractiveness of money as a personal
incentive for conducting survey interviews would be
cognitively reduced by inequitably paid subjects.

Table

11 presents comparative data representing the simple scalar
shifts for equitably and inequitably paid subjects with
regard to a statement which referred to the personal
importance of the money they were to receive for inter
viewing.

Although findings were in the hypothesized

direction, the trend was not statistically significant, as
tested by a .05 level one-tailed sign test.
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TABLE 10
SIGN TEST ANALYSES OF SIMPLE SCALAR
SHIFTS OF EQUITABLY AND INEQUITABLY PAID
SUBJECTS REGARDING INTEREST IN SUBSTITUTE WORK

Perceived Probable Interest of
Others in Substitute Work
Simple Scalar Shift
Condition

Increment | Decrement

j No Change

Equitable
Payment

2

2

6

Inequitable
Payment

1*

9

10

*The observed infrequency of this type of scalar shift
has a chance probability of .022 (two-tailed).
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TABLE 11
SIGN TEST ANALYSES OF THE SIMPLE
SCALAR SHIFTS OF EQUITABLY AND INEQUITABLY
PAID SUBJECTS REGARDING ATTRACTIVENESS
OF MONEY AS AN INCENTIVE

Expressed Attractiveness
of Money as Personal
Incentive for Participation
Simple Scalar Shift'
Condition

Increment | Decrement | No Change

Equitable
Payment

3

Inequitable
Payment

5*

4

3

11

4

*A statistically insignificant finding. The observed
infrequency of this type of shift has a chance
probability of .105 (one-tailed).
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While the frequency and direction of simple scalar
shifts were taken into account by the sign tests which were
conducted, these tests are totally insensitive to the
magnitude of such shifts.

In order to properly consider

the latter characteristic in conjunction with shift
frequency and direction, Wilcoxon's signed ranks test for
paired observations was applied to data representing the
simple scalar shifts of each group to each questionnaire
item.

The results of this analysis, conducted as two-

tailed tests at the .05 significance level, appear in
Table 12 on the next two pages.

These results, when

compared to those of sign tests conducted upon the same
responses (reported in Table 9), tend to support findings
(6)> (7), and (9) previously reported.

In addition, the

Wilcoxon tests revealed two other significant findings.
(11) Underpaid subjects tended to indicate significantly
( < . 0 5 level) less agreement than they previously had with
a statement that other interviewers would probably consider
the abilities required to skillfully conduct the interviews
as important (Item 13).

(12) Equitably paid subjects

tended to indicate significantly ( < . 0 5 level) greater
agreement with a statement that they considered the
abilities required to skillfully conduct the interviews as
important (Item 2).
In terms of conjunctive scalar shifts, the results
of conducting two-tailed sign tests on such shifts by
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SIGNIFICANT RESULTS OF WILCOXON PAIRED SIGNED RANKS TEST
ON EACH PAYMENT GROUP'S SIMPLE SCALAR SHIFTS

Further reproduction
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Var.
Type

Payment
Group

35. The past work
experience of other
interviewers will
probably be of help
to them in conduct
ing the interviews.

Io

Under

34. Other interview
ers would probably be
willing to work over
time in order to com
plete the interview
ing load.

Io

14.
If possible, I
would probably pre
fer to gain extra
course credit in
some other manner.

Lp

13. Other interviewers probably con
sider the abilities
required to skill
fully conduct these
interviews important.

Io

Item

Simple Scalar Shift
+
8

0

1

0

2

No.
Shifts
8

T

P
0

.01

i

8

1

Over

0

7

Under

1

7

Over

1

9

3'

7

2

8

-1.5

s

J

•

0

2.5

<.01

.02

<.05
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Var.
Type

Item

Further reproduction

2. I consider
the abilities to
skillfully conduct
these interviews
important.

IP

prohibited without permission.
*

4

Payment
Group
Equi
table

Simple Scalar Shift
+
7

1 1
1

0
2

No.
Shifts
8

T
-2.5

P
<.05
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each group on each pair of questionnaire items are
presented in Table 13.

There it can be seen that, in terms

of the frequency and direction of conjunctive scalar
shifts, (13) overpaid subjects tended to relatively
strengthen their expression of personal previous interest
in consumer behavior research and to relatively decrease
the strength of such interest that other interviewers
probably had previously held (.04 level of significance).
Also on the basis of the frequency and direction of such
scalar shifts, it was found that (14) equitably paid
subjects tended to relatively strengthen the expression of
their anticipated enjoyment from working with the survey's
coordinators

and to relatively decrease the perceived

amount of such enjoyment that other interviewers would
probably receive (.04 level of significance).
Through the application of Wilcoxon's paired signed
ranks test, the magnitude of the conjunctive scalar shifts
of each group to each pair of questionnaire items could
also be taken into account.

The results of this analysis

(Table 14), conducted as a series of .05 level two-tailed
tests, tended to support three earlier findings--(12),
(13), and (14).

Additionally, the Wilcoxon tests revealed

two other significant findings.

(15) Underpaid subjects

tended to relatively increase their agreement with a
statement that they would probably enjoy finding out the
survey's results and to relatively decrease the perceived
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SIGNIFICANT RESULTS OF SIGN TEST ANALYSES OF EACH
PAYMENT GROUP'S CONJUNCTIVE SCALAR SHIFTS

Personally Referent
Net Scalar Shift

Further reproduction

Task Variable

Variable
Types

Quest. Nos.
of Item Pair
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Previous interest in
consumer behavior
research

Ip>Io

38,11

Probable enjoyment
to be received from
working with the
people coordinating
the survey

Op,Oo

16,6

Payment
Group

0

P

Over

8

1

1

.04

Equitable

8

1

1

.04

Ln
U>
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SIGNIFICANT RESULTS OF WILCOXON PAIRED SIGNED RANKS TEST
ON EACH PAYMENT GROUP'S CONJUNCTIVE SCALAR SHIFTS

Task
Variable
Types

Quest, Nos.
of Item Pair

Conjunctive
Scalar Shift

Payment
Group

+

Equitable

|

T

-

| 0

7

1

2

-2.5

P
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Importance placed
upon the abilities
required to skill
fully conduct
interviews

Ip,Io

2,13

Previously held
interest in
consumer be
havior research

Ip,Io

38,11

Over

8

1

1

-6

.05

Enjoy working
with survey
coordinators

0p,0o

16,6

Equitable

8

1

1

-6

.05

Enjoy finding
out survey's
results

0p,0o

3,12

Under

6

0

4

0

.05

Enjoy position
of status as
interviewers

0p,0o

33,25

Under

0

6

4

0

.05

<•05

V-n

4^
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probability that others would do so (.05 level of signifi
cance).

The second new finding of this phase of data

analysis was that (16) underpaid subjects tended to rela
tively decrease their agreement with a statement that they
would probably enjoy the position of status they would
assu m e when they became survey interviewers and to rela

tively increase their agreement with the statement that
other interviewers would probably enjoy such status (.05
level of significance).
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DISCUSSION
For identification and reference purposes, the
numerical designations previously assigned to each of the
study's sixteen statistically significant findings are
retained here.

To the extent that each group's simple

and conjunctive scalar shifts reflect genuine cognitive
realignments or alterations, a rather interesting pattern
in such changes is revealed.
Initially, it can be indicated that the experiment's
three conditions appear to have been relatively successful
in producing the intended differential perceptions of each
group relative to the "fairness" of their expected rates
of pay.

In response to the experimenter's verbal, post

induction inquiry on this matter, (1) subjects in the
overpayment condition, in comparison to the scalar
responses of the equitably paid control group, indicated
perceiving themselves as being slightly overpaid (p <.05
level of significance, one-tailed version of Dunnett's t
test).

In contrast, (2) subjects in the underpayment

condition, also in comparison to the responses of the
control group, indicated perceiving themselves as being
moderately underpaid (p <.005 level of significance,
one-tailed Dunnett's t test).
Despite this support for the inductions’ apparent
2
effectiveness, the results of X analyses conducted upon
56
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overall response patterns (i.e., trends in the responses
of each group to items representing the four primary types
of theoretically dependent variables--Ip, Io, Op, Oo) were
not significant (see Tables 6 and 7).
Yet, it was not surprising that all or even a majority
of the task-related cognitions under observation apparently
failed to be systematically altered by subjects in
accordance with the predictions derived from Adams' theory
of equity.

It will be recalled that Adams' theory is

generally viewed as a variant of Festinger's (1957) theory
of cognitive dissonance.

According to the latter theory,

cognitive elements vary in their resistence to change.
Further, cognitive dissonance theory assumes that disso
nance-reducing cognitive alterations occur only, or first,
in those elements most susceptible to change.

Thus,

certain cognitive means of reducing inequity would appear
to be more accessible, acceptable, and effeccive than
others for inequitably compensated subjects.
Because of the likelihood that inequitably paid
subjects would not utilize all of the theoretically possi
ble cognitive alterations available to them in the present
study, an analysis of the simple and conjunctive scalar
shifts of each group on each questionnaire item had been
intended.

However, visual inspection of the data indicated

that some of the stronger response trends were directionally
opposite to that predicted by hypotheses derived from Adams'
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equity theory.

Because the intended unidirectional testing

would have been totally insensitive to trends in the other
direction, the complexion of the analysis changed as the
experimenter adopted two-tailed statistical testing in an
effort to maximize the probability of determining what
significant trends might in fact exist in the data.

On

the basis of this decision, bilateral (.05 level) versions
of the sign test and Wilcoxon’s signed ranks test for
paired observations were used for data representing the
simple and conjunctive scalar shifts of each group on each
questionnaire item.

Grouped by experimental condition,

the results of this analysis are discussed below.
Unde rpaymen t
(6) Consistent with Hypothesis IV(A), underpaid
subjects indicated significantly greater agreement than
they previously had that the past work experience of other
interviewers would probably be an asset to them in attempt
ing to successfully perform the interviewing task ( p < . 0 1
level of significance).

This shift is interpreted as

reflecting a cognitive upgrading of one of Others’ task
inputs.
(15)

In terms of self-referent net scalar differences,

underpaid subjects conjunctively indicated significantly
greater agreement than they previously had with a statement
that they would probably enjoy finding out the results of
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the consumer research survey (.05 level of significance).
It will be recalled that, by definition, a conjunctive
scalar shift is based upon the direction, frequency (sign
test), and magnitude (Wilcoxon signed paired ranks test)
of relative change in agreement that the subject indicates
with each member of an item-pair.

Inspection of the under

paid subjects' simple scalar shifts on items representing
each pair member in the shift cited here [finding (15)]
reveals that they tended to indicate a relative increase
in their own probable interest in finding out the survey's
results predominantly by expressing reduced agreement that
others would enjoy learning of those findings.

Thus,

this finding appears to be primarily supportive of Hypoth
esis IV (B)--i.e., that underpaid subjects would tend to
cognitively reduce the task outcomes of their more highly
paid, but apparently no more qualified, co-workers.
(16)

Also in terms of self-referent net scalar

differences, it appears that contrary to Hypothesis III
(B), underpaid subjects conjunctively indicated signifi
cantly less agreement that they previously had that they
would probably enjoy the status which would accompany the
position of survey interviewer (.05 level of significance).
In a relative sense, this was true.

However, further

inspection of the data suggests that this statistically
significant conjunctive scalar shift is almost equally as
much due to a tendency of these subjects to indicate more
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agreement than they previously had that other interviewers
would probably enjoy such status— i.e., contrary to Hypoth
esis IV (B), which had predicted that underpaid subjects
would tend to cognitively reduce the probable task out
comes of Other.

Thus, the statistically significant

conjunctive shift cited in (16), represents somewhat
contradictive evidence for both Hypotheses III (B) and IV
(B).
In possible explanation, it would appear that the
results of two earlier studies are relevant here.

Lawler

and O ’Gara (1967) found that underpaid pieceworkers tended
to generally perceive their jobs as both relatively less
important and less challenging than did equitably paid
control pieceworkers.

Similarly, Andrews (1965) found

that underpaid pieceworkers tended to rate their jobs as
simpler than did an equitable payment control group per
forming the same work.

If the underpaid pieceworkers in

the present study had also come to view their intended
jobs as probably quite simple, relatively unimportant, and
potentially offering them little challenge, it would seem
reasonable that, in the eyes of these underpaid subjects,
their successful performance of such relatively undemanding
work could not bring them any genuinely deserved status
to really enjoy.
(11)

Underpaid subjects also indicated significantly

less agreement than they previously had that other
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interviewers would probably consider those abilities
required to successfully conduct the interviews as
important (p <.05 level of significance).

This trend

lends further support to the possibility that underpaid
subjects may have cognitively reduced the level of inputs
that the task would demand [consistent with Hypothesis
III (A)]

so

that it would be more compatible with their

low level of monetary outcomes.
Overpayment
(3)

Contrary to Hypothesis I (B), overpaid subjects

apparently tended to cognitively increase their antici
pated task outcomes (excluding pay) by indicating
significantly greater agreement than they previously had
with statements referring to the perceived desirability of
various personal task outcomes (p <.007 level of signifi
cance ).
In possible explanation of this finding, it will be
recalled that the experimenter (E^, or "Interviewing
Coordinator") told the subject that he had been adjudged
as relatively under-qualified (". . . your background
just isn't on par with the other interviewers . . . ")
to conduct the survey interviews.

In order to attain

further credibility for this evaluation, the experimenter
verbally continued the induction which included the
following remarks:

a) " . . . i t demands an unbiased
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and carefully recorded answer"; b) "It's important that
you understand . . .

and c) "Neither of us would want

to have to delete your interviews from the survey."

It

seems quite conceivable that, in addition to these
subjects apparently experiencing feelings of being rela
tively overpaid as a result of their induction [as
suggested earlier by finding (1)], such remarks could
also have threatened their self esteem (Pritchard, 1969)
and/or could have resulted in these subjects cognitively
enhancing the task (Weick, 1964; 1965) by perceiving it
as apparently demanding greater inputs and/or potentially
yielding greater outcomes than they had originally
believed.
Although Pritchard's recent review and critique of
research on inequity contained a rather strong argument
for the possibility that the type of overpayment induction
employed in the present study [modeled after that used by
Adams and Rosenbaum (1962)] could have been perceived by
its recipients as a threat to their feelings of self
esteem, the present study was unfortunately conducted
before the publication of that argument and, therefore, it
had not been designed to properly monitor for such a
possibility.

On the other hand, the possibility that

overpaid subjects might have tended to cognitively enhance
the task was suggested by the results of two earlier
studies.

Andrews (1965) found that overpaid pieceworkers
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tended to perceive their work as more complex, offering
greater challenge, and of greater importance than did
equitably paid control subjects.

These findings were

interpreted as indicative of overpaid subjects enhancing
the task in terms of the inputs it required.

In contrast,

Weick (1964) found that subjects who found themselves in
a relatively low reward situation tended to perceive their
job as more interesting than did equitably rewarded sub
jects.

This finding was interpreted as indicative of

underpaid subjects enhancing the task in terms of the
outcomes it provided.

In the present investigation,

finding (3) suggests that subjects in the overpayment
group may have enhanced the task in terms of the outcomes
it would probably provide.
As a potential basis for explaining this possible
tendency of overpaid subjects to cognitively enhance the
task, it will be recalled that Pritchard (1969) has
strongly suggested that the general type of overpayment
induction utilized in the present study could have contam
inated the inequity manipulation by also threatening the
self esteem of such subjects.

If, in fact, this type of

induction was so perceived by overpaid (under-qualified)
subjects, it would seem that their successful performance
of the task in question would become instrumental in
fulfilling any hope or desire they might have of dis
crediting the apparently low evaluation which the
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"Interviewing Coordinator" and the "Student Employment
Office" had placed upon their capabilities for conducting
such interviews.

And, because their successful performance

of this particular work would thus be necessary for the
nullification of this threat to their self esteem, it seems
likely that the task itself would be enhanced because of
the potentially greater outcomes it might now provide.
Additionally, it seems quite possible that even those
overpaid subjects who may not have felt their self esteem
threatened by the induction they had received may have
tended to cognitively upgrade the interviewing task in
terms of the apparently greater demands it would (or could)
make upon them (i.e., the greater inputs they would likely
have to invest).

In other words, overpaid subjects may

now have tended to view the work as probably presenting
more of a challenge to them than they had originally
anticipated it would.
(4)

Consistent with Hypothesis II (B), overpaid sub

jects tended to indicate significantly greater agreement
than they previously had with statements referring to the
probable desirability that various anticipated outcomes
would have for other interviewers (p < . 0 4 level of signi
ficance).

While this finding can be interpreted as

representing support for the equity theory prediction, it
is felt that it may also be accounted for in terms of
possible generalized cognitive task enhancement by overpaid
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subjects.
Ail in all, the experimenter speculates that initially
perhaps all subjects had tended not to expect too much from
the interviewing work itself, but instead had volunteered
for participation largely for the more "extrinsic" outcomes
of extra course credit and money.

In other words, it is

proposed that perhaps the majority of all subjects antici
pated that the task would not make very substantial demands
upon them (require very high inputs), nor would it provide
them with very highly motivating intrinsic outcomes.
As a result of their induction, however, it seems
quite possible that overpaid subjects may have cognitively
upgraded the task in terms of any or all of the following
dimensions:

(a) the challenge it would probably provide

(conceptualized as requiring higher level inputs);

(b) the

value of the experience it could provide (conceptualized
as potentially yielding higher level intrinsic outcomes);
(c) the importance the work held (i.e., the greater instru
mentality it possessed) for the redemption of any personal
self esteem which might be perceived as in jeopardy.

If

overpaid subjects had tended to cognitively upgrade the
task in terms of (a) and/or (b), above, such a change
could reflect itself not only in their tendency to increase
the personal outcomes they anticipated [finding (3)], but
also by their apparent tendency to cognitively increase
the anticipated task outcomes of others [finding (4)].
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Incidentally, if any task enhancement by overpaid subjects
were solely a result of feeling their own self esteem
threatened (as Pritchard might suggest), it is not clear
why such subjects would apparently also cognitively
increase the probable task outcomes of others.
Resuming the consideration of additional significant
response patterns of overpaid subjects, it was found that
they (7) indicated significantly greater agreement than
they previously had that other interviewers would probably
be willing to work overtime in order to complete their
interviewing load (.04 level of significance).

While this

finding is contrary to Hypothesis II (A), as overpaid
subjects have apparently cognitively increased one of
Other’s task inputs, it seems consistent with the previous
ly proposed possibility that these subjects may have tended
to cognitively increase their general evaluation of what
could be gained by those successfully performing the task.
(13) In terms of self-referent net scalar differences,
it appears that, consistent with Hypothesis I (A), overpaid
subjects conjunctively indicated significantly greater
agreement than they previously had that they were already
interested in consumer behavior research (.04 level of
significance).

Inspection of the component elements

(simple scalar shifts) involved reveals that overpaid
subjects tended to indicate no change in the strength of
their agreement with a statement that other interviewers
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were probably already interested in consumer behavior
research.
Relative to finding (13), it is conceivable that some
inter-subject variance may possibly have existed here in
terms of what type of task variable such interest repre
sented to them.

While pretesting had indicated that

persons similar to the study's subjects tended to view
their interest in this type of research as a "personal
input", it is possible that when such interest was con
sidered within the context of the present study, it may
have been perceived and cognitively utilized by some
subjects as an outcome rather than as an input— even
though it was referred to as interest which was held prior
to participation.
As Pritchard (1969) suggests, "It is not always
possible to determine a priori whether a particular aspect
of an exchange relationship will be perceived as an input
or as an outcome" (p. 179).

Adams (1963a), himself, citus

intrinsic job interest as a task outcome.

Because of

possible differences in the interpretation of the variable
underlying this questionnaire item, apparent support for
equity theory Hypothesis I (A) is subject to question.
However, regardless of whether this item was interpreted
as representing an input or an outcome, the trend observed
in finding (13) could apparently also be accounted for in
terms of the possibility that overpaid subjects had
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cognitively enhanced the interviewing task.

It seems quite

possible that their indication of greater prior interest
in consumer behavior research could merely be a reflection
of greater interest overpaid subjects may now have as a
result of the induction they had received.
(9) Relative to the additional research question posed
in this study regarding the possible tendency of inequitably
paid subjects to alter their level of interest in perform
ing some type of work other than interviewing, it was
found that overpaid subjects tended to express significant
ly less interest in substitute work than they previously
had ( p < . 0 2 level of significance).

This finding not only

indicates that overpaid subjects apparently decreased
their interest in any substitute work (i.e., "leaving the
field"), but it also provides further evidence that these
subjects may have cognitively enhanced the interviewing
task, itself.
Regardless of whether or not overpaid subjects felt
that their self esteem had been threatened, the findings
suggest that these subjects did tend to cognitively enhance
the task in terms of the challenge it would provide and/or
the outcomes it could yield to both themselves and other
interviewers.
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Inequitable Payment
Hypothesis V had predicted that when inequitably paid
subjects reviewed the attractiveness of money as an
incentive -for them to work, they would tend to cognitively
reduce its importance or influence.

Table 11 presents data

representing the simple scalar shifts of equitably and
inequitably paid subjects in response to a statement that
the money they would receive for conducting interviews
was important to them.

Although findings were in the

hypothesized direction, they were not statistically signi
ficant (p=.105, one-tailed).
In reviewing this trend, it should be pointed out that
the study was conducted during a shortened summer session
of the University.

In retrospect, it seems quite possible

that many of the subjects who would be attending summer
daytime classes and carrying an average of 6.9+ credit
hours (equivalent to "full time" during a regular term)
would be persons who would have no particularly strong
immediate need for the money (each group had tended to
indicate only very slight agreement with a questionnaire
item referring to money as an important incentive for
their participation, Table 1) and/or who were working at
least part time (50% of each group were employed, with the
mean weekly time worked by each group ranging between 14
and 14.5 hours, Table 2).

It seems likely that the
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somewhat low importance that subjects appear to have
initially placed upon money as a personal incentive for
participation may have acted to restrain further cognitive
devaluation of that task outcome by them.
Related to this, a number of the underpaid subjects
had verbally indicated to

that the money had not really

been that important to them anyway.

While these remarks

are highly compatible with Hypothesis V, an analysis of
the initial importance that money had possessed for all
subjects compared to the incentive value that they appear
to have originally placed upon the task outcome of extra
course credit (Appendix I) reveals that subjects indicated
that such credit was significantly more important to them
as an outcome than was the money they could earn (p<.05
level of significance, two-tailed version of Wilcoxon’s
signed ranks test).

This finding seems to shed light upon

perhaps why the importance of money was not significantly
(statistically) reduced.

It also suggests that, in any ^

replication of this study, it would be advisable to
formally compensate subjects only monetarily (and, possibly,
at a higher piece-rate) or only with such course credit.
In addition to its five formal hypotheses, the study
also indirectly examined the possibility [suggested by
Adams (1963aX] that Person might deal with an inequitable
payment situation by tending to physically or psychologi
cally "leave the field".

In the present study, it was
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theorized that any such inclination that inequitably paid
subjects might have of so resolving (or escaping) the
inequity they perceived could be reasonably expected to
reflect itself in their scalar responses to a statement
referring to their interest in performing sorjje other task
instead of the one for which- they had originally volun
teered.

Any significantly increased interest they might

show in performing "substitute" work would conversely
suggest that they had become less interested in remaining
"in the field".

As previously cited, however, it was found

that (9) overpaid subjects expressed significantly less
interest in substitute work than they had previously (p
.02 level of significance, Table 9).

Also,

(10) when

inequitably compensated (over- and underpaid) subjects
were jointly observed, they tended to express significantly
less agreement than they previously had with the statement
that their intended co-workers would probably prefer to
perform some type of work other than conduct survey inter
views (p

.03 level of significance, Table 10).

Thus,

instead of reflecting any strong desire to "leave the
field", these findings suggest that inequitably paid
subjects, particularly those in the overpayment condition,
may have tended to cognitively enhance the interviewing
task.

However, while overpaid subjects appear to have

upgraded the task in terms of it providing all interviewers
with more challenge and/or greater rewards than they had
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originally thought it would, underpaid subjects seem to
have indicated feeling only that others would probably be
more interested in conducting the interviews than they
(the underpaid subjects) had previously believed.
Equitable Payment
(5) In terms of overall simple scalar shifts, it was
somewhat unexpectedly found that equitably paid control
subjects indicated significantly less agreement than they
previously had with statements referring to the probable
enjoyment various task outcomes would bring to other
interviewers (p <.005 level of significance).

No explana

tion in terms of equity theory is offered here for this
finding.

However, it is possible that the relatively

uneventful experience that control group subjects had had
with E-^ and

(up to, and including, the time that they

had completed part two of the questionnaire a second time)
could have suggested to them that others might find such
contact even less interesting or enjoyable than they,
thems e 1ve s , had.
(8 ) Equitably paid control subjects also indicated
significantly less agreement than they previously had with
a statement that other interviewers would probably enjoy
working with the people coordinating the survey ( p < . 0 3
level of significance).

This finding seems compatible

with the possible explanation which was offered to account
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for finding (5), above.
(14) In terms of self-referent net scalar differences,
it would initially appear that equitably paid control
subjects conjunctively indicated significantly more agree
ment than they previously had that they personally would
enjoy working with the survey's coordinators (.04 level of
significance).

In a relative sense, this was true.

However,

inspection of the component elements involved (simple
scalar shifts) indicates that this statistically significant
conjunctive shift can be almost entirely attributed to the
strength of the simple scalar shifts cited in finding (8 ),
above.
(12) Equitably paid control subjects indicated sig
nificantly greater agreement than they previously had with
a statement that they considered the abilities required to
skillfully conduct the interviews as important (p<.05
level of significance).

Again, no explanation in terms of

equity theory is offered here.

However, it will be

recalled that during the control induction,

told the

individual subject the following:
"After reviewing your background myself, and
after conferring with the Student Employment Office
(who is coordinating interviewer selection), you
appear to have a satisfactory background for this
kind of work. ”
It is speculated that when these subjects were told by an
"expert" (i.e., by someone who should know) that they
indeed possessed the necessary background, the inference
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that could be drawn was that some of the volunteers had
not possessed them and, therefore, presumably were not
acceptable.

A further deduction which could have been made

by a control subject is that if an "expert” considered the
skills that he possessed to be sufficiently important to
use as a criterion for accepting or rejecting potential
interviewers, such skills apparently must be pretty
important--at least more important than he had originally
considered them to be.
A rather interesting contrast should be pointed out
here with regard to the importance that was finally placed
upon those abilities perceived to be required to skillfully
conduct the survey interviews.

It will be recalled that

underpaid subjects were also informed that their back
grounds adequately qualified them to conduct the inter
views, as E 2 told them:
" . . . impossible to continue paying inter
viewers at the rate we have been. This is a little
unfortunate in your case because . . . your back
ground for this kind of work was certainly on par
with that of the interviewers we've already hired.
•

•

•

!?

However, instead of underpaid subjects cognitively increas
ing the importance that they placed upon these skills that
they allegedly possessed (as the control subjects had
significantly done), they displayed (11 ) a significant
tendency to decrease the importance which they felt that
their higher paid (but no better qualified) co-workers
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placed upon such skills.

As indicated in the discussion

on the significant findings of the underpayment group, it
appeared that by downgrading the required inputs which
they possessed, it might lower their apparent inputs
nearer to the low level of their monetary outcomes.

In

contrast, equitably paid subjects had no such inequity to
attempt to resolve.
Conclusions
In reviewing this study's findings, it appears that
some support has been found for the predictive power of
Adams' equity theory for forecasting certain task-related
cognitive alterations of underpaid subjects.
Person appeared to cognitively:

Underpaid

increase one of Others'

probable inputs (their previous work experience), as
predicted by Hypothesis IV(A); reduce one of Others'
probable outcomes (their enjoyment from finding out the
survey's results), as predicted by Hypothesis IV(B); down
grade the importance or level of inputs that the task
would or could require of interviewers, supportive of
Hypothesis IIl(A).
In contrast, the significant scalar shifts of over
paid subjects were generally not predicted by the study's
equity theory hypotheses.

It was found that overpaid

Person appeared to cognitively:

generally increase the

probable outcomes of Other, consistent with Hypothesis
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11(B); generally increase their own probable outcomes as
well, contrary to Hypothesis 1(B); increase one of Others'
probable inputs (their willingness to work overtime),
contrary to Hypothesis 11(A).

Additionally, overpaid

subjects indicated significantly greater interest in
conducting the interviews than they had previously.
Whether or not overpaid subjects did feel their self
esteem threatened (and, it is felt by the experimenter
that probably many of them did), these trends strongly
suggest that their induction did influence them to cogni
tively enhance the task--particularly in terms of the
outcomes it could or would provide to successful inter
viewers .
Thus, within the context of the present study, it is
concluded that Adams’ equity theory was a better predictor
of the apparent cognitive alterations of underpaid subjects
than it was for those by subjects in the overpayment
condition.

It might be pointed out that Pritchard (1969),

in his recent review and critique of equity theory research,
has similarly concluded that while the predictions of
Adams’ theory regarding underpayment have generally been
supported, the theory's ability to forecast the effects
of overpayment has not yet been satisfactorily demonstrated.
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SUMMARY
An experimental study was undertaken to examine the
predictive power of J. Stacy Adams'

(1963a) equity theory

for forecasting shifts in various work-related cognitions
by inequitably paid student "interviewers" as adjustments
to their situation.

When reviewing certain potential

inputs and probable outcomes of the employment exchange,
it was hypothesized that overpaid subjects would tend to
cognitively:
I. (A) increase their inputs, and/or
(B) reduce their outcomes;
II.

(A)

reduce their

co-workers'inputs, and/or

(B) increase the outcomes of

other workers.

In contrast, it was hypothesized that underpaid subjects
would tend to cognitively:
III. (A) reduce their inputs, and/or
(B) increase their outcomes;
IV.

(A)

increase the

inputs of other workers, and/or

(B) reduce their co-workers'

outcomes.

It was further hypothesized that:
V. inequitably paid subjects would tend to reduce
the importance of their monetary outcomes.
Thirty male undergraduate students volunteered to
work as interviewers in a campus consumer research survey.
After being briefed about their work, they completed a
77
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two-part questionnaire which requested some personal,
biographical information and required them to indicate
the strength of their agreement with each of thirtyeight statements--references to how they perceived the
probable task inputs and outcomes of themselves and
their intended co-workers.
Individual orientation sessions were scheduled during
which subjects were exposed to one of three randomly
pre-assigned inductions--"overpayment", "underpayment” ,
or "equitable payment".

All subjects then completed part

of the questionnaire again.
Analysis of changes in the strength of subjects'
agreement with questionnaire statements revealed that
underpaid subjects appeared to cognitively increase the
value of their co-workers’ previous work experience [pre
dicted by Hypothesis IV(A)] and to cognitively reduce the
probable enjoyment that co-workers would receive from
learning of the survey's findings [predicted by Hypoth
esis IV(B)].

It also appears that underpaid subjects

tended to downgrade the importance or level of inputs that
the task would require of them [supportive of Hypothesis
111(A)].
Equity theory predictions of the cognitive shifts of
overpaid subjects generally failed to be supported by the
study's findings.

Although these subjects appeared to

generally cognitively increase the outcomes of co-workers
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[consistent with Hypothesis 11(B)], they appeared to also
cognitively increase the outcomes that task performance
would probably bring to them [contrary to Hypothesis
1(B)].

Overpaid subjects also appeared to have cognitively

increased their co-workers' willingness to work overtime
[contrary to Hypothesis 11(A)].
Rather than feeling merely overpaid, it appears quite
possible that the "overpayment” induction could have
contaminated the intended manipulation by threatening the
self esteem of such subjects.

Whether or not this took

place, however, the findings strongly suggest that their
induction did influence overpaid subjects to generally
cognitively enhance the interviewing task.

In fact, over

paid subjects indicated significantly less interest than
they previously had in performing some type of work
instead of conducting interviews.
With regard to the general prediction that inequi
tably paid subjects would tend to cognitively reduce the
importance of money as an incentive for their participa
tion (Hypothesis V), questionnaire responses definitely
tended to shift in that direction, but the trend was not
statistically significant.
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APPENDIX A
I.

HARTLEY'S Fmax TEST FOR HOMOGENEITY OF GROUP
VARIANCES IN SUBJECTS' REPORTED GRADE POINT AVERAGES
IN "RELATED COURSEWORK"

Payment Conditions
Equitable

Over

Under

26.4
10
2.64
.09

27.9
10
2.79
.305

26.2
10
2.62
.29

Sum
n
Mean gpa
Variance

r
0 onj_
Fobs = 3 -39"

„
MS larger
Fmax (k,n-l) = flS smaller

9 ) ^ 5.34 is required to be
significant at .95 level of confidence.

*Not significant.

II.

F^

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF REPORTED GRADE POINT AVERAGES
IN "RELATED COURSEWORK"

SS

df

MS

.181
6.849

2
27

.0905
.2537

7.03

29

Source
Between
Within
Total

F
.0357**

27 ) — 3.35 is required to be
significant at .95 level of confidence.

**Not significant.

F^
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APPENDIX B
INTERVIEWER DATA SHEET
Part I
Name_________________________________ Student No.
School Address______________________ Telephone No.
Age

Marital Status__________ Academic Major___

Present Class Schedule:

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thurs.

Fri.

Sat.

Time

8
9

10
11
12
1
2
3
4
5

6
7

8
9
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APPENDIX B (cont.)
Work Experience

List the positions held since your
graduation from high school.
List present or most recent employment
first.

Organization
and Location

Line of
Business

Positions
Held and
Duties

Dates of
Service

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

6)
7)

Related Coursework

(Psychology, Sociology, Business,
Marketing, etc.)
Indicate courses
that you are presently taking by an

*.

Course Title

Course No.

Department

Cr. Hrs.
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APPENDIX B (cont.)
Extra Curricular Activities

Organization

Dates of
Membership

Offices
Held

Dates of
Office

Military Experience:
Branch

Dates of enlistment

Rank upon entering

to

Rank upon leaving

Vocational or Career Objectives:
Area of work____________________ Specific position in
mind
Is a degree required?

If so, which one(s)?

Transportation:
Do you own or are you paying for an automobile at the
present?_______
If so, which?_________ Make of automobile?_______________
Model?__________ Year?________ Did you purchase it new or
used (indicate one)?
Why did you purchase this make of automobile (indicate
1st, 2nd, and 3rd reasons)?
Good transportation_____
Good price
_____
Good trade-in or
re-sale value
Gift
_____
Prestige___________ _____
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APPENDIX B (cont.)
Safety features
Styling
Other (explain)

_____
_____
_____

__________

What automobile do you wish you were driving at present?

What automobile will you purchase next?
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APPENDIX B (cont.)
Part II
Instructions
Below are a number of statements expressing expecta
tions you may have regarding the interviewing job and
other interviewers.
You are to indicate the extent of
your agreement with a statement by checking (✓) the appro
priate point on the scale below that statement.
Please
check only one of the eleven points on the continuum.
(Do not mark in between points.)
You will note that the scale will not be the same
for all statements.
Thus, be certain that your check
mark is correctly placed on each scale.
There are no correct reactions to these statements,
and your responses will not be looked at until after
the survey has been completed.
Your responses must be
honestly and carefully made.
Otherwise, an attempt
to develop a selection tool from this data will be
erroneously based. •
1.

My past coursework should be of help to me in this
type of work.

2.

I consider the abilities required to skillfully
conduct these interviews important.

3.

I will enjoy finding out the results of the survey.

4.

My past work experience should be of help to me in
conducting the interviews.

5.

Other interviewers would probably enjoy being
recognized as having conducted their interviews
skillfully.

6.

Other interviewers will probably find working with
the people coordinating this survey enjoyable.

7.

The experience I will gain from helping to conduct
this survey should be rewarding and valuable to me
in the future.

In the actual questionnaire, a concurrence continuum,
like that previously presented in Figure 1 (page 23),
appeared below each of the thirty-eight statements.
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APPENDIX B (cont.)

8.

The money that I will receive for conducting the
interviews is important to me.

9.

I am probably qualified to perform this type of work.

10.

I would probably be willing to work overtime in
order to complete the interviewing load.

11.

Other interviewers are probably already interested
in consumer behavior research.

12.

Other interviewers will probably enjoy finding out
the results of the survey.

13.

Other interviewers probably consider the abilities
required to skillfully conduct these interviews
important.

14.

If possible, I would probably prefer to gain extra
course credit in some other manner.

15.

I would enjoy being recognized as having conducted
my interviews skillfully.

16.

I will probably find working with the people
coordinating this survey enjoyable.

17.

Other interviewers will probably enjoy "meeting the
public” while helping to conduct the survey.

18.

Conducting the interviews will require qualifications
which I probably possess.

19.

The past coursework of other interviewers should be
of help to them in this type of work.

20.

I will probably conduct a good many interviews in
the time allotted.

21.

The fact that I will be gaining extra course credit
by helping to conduct this survey is important to me.

22.

Conducting these interviews will probably be
relatively easy for me.

23.

I will probably enjoy "meeting the public" while
helping to conduct the survey.

24.

Other interviewers will probably find taking part
in conducting research in this area enjoyable.
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APPENDIX B (cont.)
25.

As interviewers, others will probably enjoy the
position of relative status they will assume.

26.

The money that they will receive for conducting the
interviews is probably important to other inter
viewers .

27.

If possible, others would probably prefer to gain
extra course credit in some other manner.

28.

Other interviewers are probably qualified to per
form this type of work.

29.

Other interviewers will probably conduct a good many
interviews in the time allotted.

30.

The fact that they will be gaining extra course
credit by helping to conduct this survey is
probably important to other interviewers.

31.

Conducting the interviews will require qualifica
tions which other interviewers probably possess.

32.

The experience other interviewers will gain from
helping to conduct this survey will probably be
rewarding and valuable to them in the future.

33.

As an interviewer, I will enjoy the position of
relative status I will assume.

34.

Other interviewers would probably be willing to
work overtime in order to complete the inter
viewing load.

35.

The past work experience of other interviewers will
probably be of help to them in conducting the
interviews.

36.

I will probably find taking part in conducting
research in this area enjoyable.

37.

Conducting these interviews will probably be
relatively easy for other interviewers.

38.

I am already interested in consumer behavior
research.
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APPENDIX C
TASK VARIABLE TYPE AND CONTINUUM
FORMAT FOR QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS

Item
Number

Variable
Type3

Contin.
Forma tb

Item
Number

Variable
Type

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

IP
IP
Op
IP
Oo
Oo
Op
Op
Ip
Ip
Io
Oo
Io
Lp
Op
Op
Oo
Ip
Io

L
L
R
L
R
R
R
L
L
R
L
R
R
L
L
R
R
L
R

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Ip
Op
Ip
Op
Oo
Oo
Oo
Lo
Io
Io
Oo
Io
Oo
Op
Io
Io
Op
Io
Ip

Contin.
Format

a Ip— Personal Input
Op--Personal Outcome
Io--Input of Others
Oo--Outcome of Others
Lp--Personal Desire to Leave Field (for
Substitute Work)
Lo--Desire of Others to Leave Field (for
Substitute Work)
^R-- "Strongly Agree" represented the right hand end
of the concurrence continuum.
L-- "StrongLy Agree" represented the left hand end
of the concurrence continuum.
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R
L
R
L
L
L
R
R
R
L
R
L
L
R
R
L
R
L
L

APPENDIX D
Titles of marketing, consumer behavior, and survey
research books that were either on

's desk or in his

bookcase.
Survey Design and Analysis
Consumer Behavior and Marketing Management
Marketing Research
The Powerful Consumer
Marketing and the Behavioral Sciences
Personnel Interviewing
Confessions of an Advertising Man
Affluent Society
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APPENDIX E
Survey Organization Chart

G. Ammons
Director
R. Mason
A s s ’t. Dir

R. Moulton

T. McCombs

Interviewing
Coordinator

Data Analysis
Coordinator

S. Miller

W. Warren

N. Perry

J . Hardy

L . Ivey

R. Brown

B. Kamen

R. Steel
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APPENDIX F
Facsimile of page two of an adjective assignment list
utilized by Moulton in an unpublished consumer research
study (1966).
-

I

II

2-

III

I
smart
active
correct
calm
curious
proud
bitter
cool
single
pleasant
bad
steady
famous
religious
funny
wonderful
fine
independent
smooth
ordinary
tall
high-class
sad

cross
kind
difficult
thinking
powerful
careful
low-class
tired
important
foreign
interesting
little
brave
rich
plain
bright
weak
loud
busy
nice
original
happy
heavy
IV.

II

Rank the following automobiles in terms of your
preference for that particular product’s
"personality".
(Indicate 1st, 2nd, and 3rd choice.)
A.

Buick ______
Chevrolet
Cadillac

B.
and

Plymouth_
Ford
Chevrolet
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APPENDIX G
Facsimile of a letter that was employed as a prop in
the study's underpayment induction.

The original letter

and the handwritten note appeared on the stationery of
a large automotive manufacturing corporation.
Mr. George A. Ammons
Assistant Director, Consumer Research
Room 279, Administration Bldg.
Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49001
Dear Mr. Ammons:
This is to confirm our telephone conversation of
this morning.
As I indicated at that time, slumping auto sales
and the impending strike have necessitated a review of
our non-production expenditures for the year's third
quarter.
As a result of that re-evaluation, the
allottment of support funds for several sectors of the
current survey must be amended along the guidelines
we discussed. A summary of those guidelines is
enclosed.
Let me say that we greatly appreciate the
flexibility you have demonstrated in response to this
unexpected cutback in support funds. Should you have
any further que
ease do not hesitate to call
2547.
me at (313) 77"

%

&

ours,
pson
Manager of Marketing Research

SET:ca £ A**
Enclosure
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APPENDIX H
I.

HARTLEY’S Fmax TEST FOR HOMOGENEITY OF GROUP
VARIANCES IN TIME LAPSED BETWEEN PRE- AND POST
MANIPULATION SCALE RESPONSES

Payment Conditions

Sum (hrs.)
n
Mean
Variance

Fmax(k,n-1 ) =

Equitable

Over

Under

1606.0
10
160.6
418.89

1619.5
10
161.95
455.4

1593.5
10
159.35
368.65

St-smaller

Fobs = 1'235*

9 ) > 5.34 is required to be
significant at .95 level of confidence.

*Not significant.

II.

F^

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF TIME LAPSED BETWEEN PREAND POST-MANIPULATION SCALE RESPONSES

Source

SS

df

Between
Within

33.82
12429.65

2
27

Total

12463.47

29

MS
16.91
460.357

F
.0367**

27 ) ^ 3.35 is required to be
significant at .95 level of confidence.

**Not significant.

F^
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APPENDIX I
WILCOXON SIGNED PAIRED RANKS TEST ON DATA
REPRESENTING INITIAL IMPORTANCE OF EXTRA COURSE
CREDIT AND MONEY AS PERSONAL INCENTIVES FOR
TASK PARTICIPATION
Initial Im portance
Subjects

"1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
T -T

z=+2.04*

Extra
Credit
11
7
9
11
8
8
9
9
11
8
9
9
5
9
8
10
5
6
11
10
8
3
9
10
8
9
7
11
4
8

Diff.
(E.C.-$)
R(+)
R(-)
+2
13. 5
0
+6
22
19
+5
+6
22
-1
6
+1
6
+1
6
+1
6
-2
13.5
+4
18
+1
6
+1
6
+1
6
0
+3
16.5
-2
13.5
-1
6
0
+6
22
-1
6
-6
22
+2
13.5
+3
16.5
0
+8
26
-1
6
+7
25
-6
22
+1
6
£=256.0 1=95.0
T=95.0

Money
9
7
3
6
2
9
8
8
10
10
5
8
4
8
8
7
7
7
11
4
9
9
7
7
8
1
8
4
10
7

175.5-95.0
I97T7
tJ n

K

n+ i )

s=^ ( 2 N + I ) T
5------

*Significant, p <.05 (two-tailed)
96
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